ADVANCED:Legal Matters
Consultation Report-Sample!
Dear ABC ji:
It would be a pleasure for us to be
able to help you with your query. We have tried to
address your query at priority along with BONUSEs
to help you.
Your Query:
“There Long pending court case filed against
me by the state Government is continuing since
2008. Would the case end? If yes when?. also

is there a possibility of any punishment or
penalty?”
Your Birth details:
16 Feb 1975
16:30
delhi
<br>
email id
abc@gmail.com
Month of birth
3
dob
16
year of birth
1975
time of birth
23.0
first name
abc
middle name
last name
dd
minutes of birth
00
hour of birth
23
place of birth
Delhi

country
India
myTextBox value is =
There Long pending court case filed against me
by the state Government is continuing since
2008. Would the case end? If yes when?. also
is there a possibility of any punishment or
penalty?”
Your Horoscope Details:

About you and Your General Destiny(special
BONUS)

 You have a sensual and seductive nature
 Due to excess mars energy, You have to avoid
any cruelty in conduct or ungratefulness and
need to develop tact
 You should avoid haste and anger and think and
act. Infact car driving has to be proper.
 You may have few children and need time alone
 You are capable of much exertion & you could
be service oriented
 You could have issues with deception and
intrigue.
 You may create enmity within office or relative
circles.
Also
 You may have thirst for knowledge and curious
mind. Jupiter or guru could make you acquire
more knowledge and help people later in life.
 You have hard marital karma and could have
delays in marriage
 You could be a good communicator and orator
 You have to avoid being ungrateful,
mischievous and anti-social- just an indication
that could be ignored.
 You have the capability to take and fight risks or
challenges.
Role of sixth House, Eighth House & Twelfth
House & Litigation
 The sixth house is the seat of conflict and
litigation. Any planet associated with this house

or lord of this house or transiting the sixth
house could be a source of conflict or litigation
for any one. A benefic aspect of benefice Jupiter
or Venus on this house or lord of the sixth
house could mitigate a lot of issues and
problems and lead to success in litigation.
 The eighth House lord and eighth house are
dreaded and considered to be the most malefic
houses. As they generate sudden and malefic
energies for strong and sudden conflicts in one’s
life. Also any natal planet in this house or
conjunct with the eighth lord or transiting this
could transmit the malefic effects
 The twelfth house similarly is the house of
expenditure and confinement. If the lord of this
house is badly afflicted or the house is badly
afflicted to connect to the ascendant- it could
even cause confinement or jail to the person
concerned.
What is The Actual Status of Your Sixth, Eighth
and twelfth House and lords and other planets
concerned in your natal chart- based on
Lagna(d1) chart and Moon chart(Chandra
lagna) both?
 The lord of your horoscope is karkat or cancer
sign. Moon(Chandra) is on a weak sign
Gemini(the mithuna rashi is there that is ruled
by mercury(budha) is combust ) in the 12th
bhava.

 The sixth bhava lord is Sagittarius (dhanu
rashi)in the eleventh bhava- sixth bhava rules
litigation and legal matters and conflicts. Jupiter
sits on the Taurus sign(vrishabha rashi) ruled by
Venus(shukra) in the eleventh bhava or house.
 Possible earnings though the court cases. But
you also have to take care of court and
convictions related matters as there is some
chance of loss here.
 Jupiter(guru) would give you some protection
here being a benefic.Though it could give
opposition from upper caste people as such.
 Venus(shukra) the dispositer is old at 28
degrees- but exalted and retrograde in the
Pisces sign. The Ninth(9th ) House or bhava. So
gets you some blessing from your past karma in
your court case/litigation matters and could
help you somewhat.
 Mars or Mangal is strong but aspects your
seventh bhava or job or means haste could spoil
your matters. Also aspect n the fourth house of
public image impacts your public image as such.
 Mercury the lord of sixth bhava in your navamsa
the d9 chart sits in the send bhava of wealth
and status and gets the blessings of dev guru
Jupiter. This means GOD and past life karma
would help you in the court cases.
 Jupiter being the lord of twelfth bhava would
only make you spend more on court cases and
legal matters.
 But due to Jupiter(guru) mostly the
judgment would be mild and in your favor
mostly.

Special BONUS:
 Om Namoha shivaye 108 x as many times
possible
 Maha mriyunjay japam would help you a lot.
 There is a malefic aspect of moon and lagna
sitting in the 12th bhava of confinement into the
sixth bhava so you need to take care of chanting
the above mantras regularly to avoid
confinement or getting a judgment against you .
 The eighth bhava has malefic mars sitting there.
The lord of the eighth bhava Saturn or shani sits
in the lagna, so it makes you accident prone and
also prone to punishments. unless the japams
are done well at your end.
 Your 12th bhava lord is mercury or budha but
blessed in the 9th bhava along with Venus the
planet of comfort.
Role of Rahu & Ketu/Mars & Saturn in
Litigation
 Rahu ,ketu, Mars(mangal) and Saturn are
natural malefic. So apart from their being in
sixth/eighth or twelfth house( especially for
rahu and ketu) even presence of Saturn or mars
or even ketu cause conflict situations related to
the aspects related to that house.
 Like presence of Saturn or shani in the tenth
house of career if not well fortified could cause
career related conflicts etc.

What is The Actual Status of Saturn, Rahu,Ketu
& Mars in your natal chart- Your Lagna
Chart(d1) PLUS Moon Chart based analysis?
 Your 50-60 % destiny is decided by the d1 chart
or the lagna chart, but you get additional
information and more accuracy by use of moon
char as well in calculations. Here in the
advanced legal matters report we give you
additional analysis based on moon chart for a
better reliability of predictions.
 Rahu sits in the 4th bhava, so could affect your
public image- but not much as it is at 1 degree
and much away from your lagna degree of
22:47.
 Please note rahu sits in your fifth bhava from
your moon sign so impacting your image and
sudden luck matters as it is weak
 But yes impact of rahu on career/mind and
family is there.
 Yes Saturn is retrograde and sits in the 1st
bhava ,aspects your house of relationships and
job to some extent. Also Saturn(shani) rules
your 8th bhava of unexpected matters.
 Retrograde Saturn sits in the second bhava
from moon, so suggesting periods of loss of
money and also wealth and status for you.
Especially when shani or Saturn is weak in
transit.
 Mars is in the 8th bhava and gathers a lot of
malefic energy here, chanting of the mantras
should be done regularly to pacify this and also
hanuman chalisa could be done daily.

 Mars in the ninth bhava from moon sign or rashi
– this aspect your first bhava, so avoid
aggression to make full use of past life karma of
yours.
 Aspect of mars(Mangal) on the lord of sixth(6th)
house bhava of litigation is there also note this
bhava is markesh from the moon and also
impacts your partnerships or jobs- this could
cause matters to be not so favourable or you
depending on the planetary periods you are
running.
 From the moon sign Saturn directly rules your
litigation related maters the sixth bhava and
also sits on the send bhava of yours. So clearly
impacts your wealth and status due to legal
matters or litigation.
Your d9/navamsa analysis
 The lord of the 6th bhava is in the 2nd bhava in
d9 along with the 12th lord Jupiter or guru.
Though guru blesses you- but this is not a great
indication as such as 12th house rulership is
there.
 Mercury rules the 9th bhava, so this brings in the
possibility of good past life karma and grace
flowing to you.
 Yes 8th bhava lord impacts your career and also
the 4th house of bhava of public image. so this is
again not a great indication.
 But as mars and Venus the lord of 4th and 10th
bhava are strong so basic protection is there for

you as per d9 chart, but note whatever is said in
d1 chart above would dominate the effects.
The role of your dasha(periods) now
 You will be running Saturn-Venus till nov
2018.Saturn rules your job/ and also the 8th
bhava of health issues and unexpected issues
and aspects your initiatives and also your job
again. You have in general to be careful in the
maha dasha as it is your markesh as well- that
does not mean any issues to longevity- but over
all issues to your well being. You got indicted or
involved in Saturn-Saturn period.
 Venus is fair enough in the 9th bhava, and also
connects to your 6th bhava lord. But from moon
rules 5/12.Strong in d9.So mostly you would be
protected and even if the judgment comes- it
would not be harsh on you , it should be mostly
mild.
 Venus sits on revati nakshatra and absorbs the
energy of the 12 and also 3rd bhava, so this
could cause some trouble to you but not much.
Your QUERY
There Long pending court case filed against me
by the state Government is continuing since
2008. Would the case end? If yes when?. also
is there a possibility of any punishment or
penalty?”

Comment:
Your query has been answered above in detail, but
in short- your Saturn maha dasha is not great and
you got indicted or involved in the case in it.
Please do the upayas.
The current running period Venus for coming 1 year
would be generally OK, even if the judgment comes
it could be in your favour mostly or generally mild.
BONUS year 2017 & 2018
Till nov –dec 2017:
 money matters are to be dealt with care; you
could expect success in business and technical
lines. This is the time when one may start
building his house or deal with landed property.
One could expect to work with new techniques
or one could be involved with building a
business or house. Money matters are to be
dealt with caution and wisdom. Success can
come by right kind of investments. This time
requires a systematic effort to succeed in any
particular direction.
 One could expect to have childbirth (if
expecting), beginning of a new business and
expect messages coming to him or her.
separations from the past are a part of this
period. One should put trust in others after
much deliberation. One can expect road blocksbut investigating the road blocks with right kind

of attitude will help you to realize about your
past mistakes.
2018
 This is a favorable time, would be able to fulfill
your dreams and come out of troubles, expect
abundance, love and positive changes control
of on passions is suggested under this vibration.
 You could expect to have all kinds of fun and
reap the benefits of the effort that you have put
in the past. This is the time for happiness. You
could expect to build up on relationships.
Relationships will be strengthened and birth of
child is a possibility during this time.
 This is the time when you can expect positive
changes and ample opportunities coming your
way. As indicated one has to take care of
impulsiveness and haste- which could lead to
losses in business. Relationships have to be
guarded by remaining unselfish. Use the
positive potential of this time and you will relax
your dreams.
 What Remedies could help you the
most
 Rahu- donate to oldges homes and leper
homes
 Saturn, Om Namoha shivaye 108 x as
many times daily

 donate to poor people- black things or black
mustard,daal money, especially on
Saturdays- do visit shani temple all
saturdays
 Saturn and mars- hanuman chalisa as
many times daily you could do
 Jupiter om Namoha shivaye 108x as many
times daily plus wear more of yellow
clothes. Please don’t wear pukhraaj or
yellow sapphire.
We wish you all the best in Life,
Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com

For any Clarification Regarding This Report–
Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id
Given Below:
astrozing.com@gmail.com

